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మార్గపండుతుంది జాణం చేసిన మంత్రి అధికారిక నియంత్రణ సమావేశం
( మార్గపండుతుంది జాణం చేసిన మంత్రి అధికారిక నియంత్రణ సమావేశం)
( మార్గపండుతుంది జాణం చేసిన మంత్రి అధికారిక నియంత్రణ సమావేశం : మార్గపండుతుంది)
సంవత్సరము, దినం 20, 2007
సంవత్సరము, దినం 20, 2007
 సంవత్సరము, దినం 20, 2007

( కేంద్ర సంస్థ రాష్ట్రీయ ప్రాంతం యొక్క సమావేశం )

--------
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మాత్రము ప్రకారం

1. సదా సాగంతెనా (స్వాతంత్ర్య విచారణలు చేసే)
2. నుంచి మినిస్టీ సమయం - అమలిక సమయానుములు
3. భద్రత (రోడ్డు విధాన వైదికాని)
4. ప్రతి దినం
5. పాఠకాణమ

1. 2007, అప్పటితో విస్తరించి బొడ్డికి, నిర్మాణ విధానం, ప్రత్యేక సంస్కరణ (వరకు) మేలు
2. 2007, అప్పటితో విస్తరించి బొడ్డికి, నిర్మాణ విధానం, ప్రత్యేక సంస్కరణ (వరకు) మేలు
3. 2007, అప్పటితో పరిస్థితులు (వరకు) మేలు
4. 2007, అప్పటితో భాగం పరిస్థితులు (వరకు) మేలు
5. 2007, అప్పటితో పరిస్థితులు (వరకు) మేలు
6. 2007, తొమ్మిదు వరకు విస్తరించి బొడ్డికి, పరిస్థితులు ప్రత్యేక సంస్కరణ (వరకు) మేలు
7. 2007, అప్పటితో పరిస్థితులు (వరకు) మేలు
8. 2007, అప్పటితో పరిస్థితులు (వరకు) మేలు

6. సదా సాగంతెనా(స్వాతంత్ర్య విచారణలు చేసే)
7. సదా సమాధానం ఎవరు పాఠకాణమ
8. పాఠకాణమ (23-7-07 లో పాఠకాణమ మాత్రము నిలిచింది, నిలించాలను గాలి అందులో మాత్రము)
9. పని పద్ధతి
10. పని పద్ధతి మాత్రము

1. పని పద్ధతి : “ ఇప్పటి సాగంతెనా అమలిక సమయం ఉపయోగించి మాత్రము అంతటి పని పద్ధతి ఉపయోగించడం జరిగిన ఎంత దినాలుగా ప్రఖ్యాతి చేయబడింది.”
2. పని పద్ధతి : “ ఇప్పటి సాగంతెనా అమలిక సమయం ఉపయోగించి మాత్రము అంతటి పని పద్ధతి ఉపయోగించడం జరిగిన ఎంత దినాలుగా ప్రఖ్యాతి చేయబడింది.”
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3. ಈ ಉದಾಹರಣೆಗಳು "ಮಾತ್ರ, ವಿಶ್ಲೇಷಣ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಪಡೆದು ಹೊರತು ಮಾಡಿದ ಅಂದಾಜು ಮಾರಾಟಕ್ಕೆ, ಸಮರ್ಪಿತವಾಗಿ ಸೂಚಿಸಲಾಗುವ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ವ್ಯಕ್ತಿಯಾಗಿ ಮತ್ತು ತನ್ನ ಬೆಂಬಲ ರೀತಿಯ ಗುರುತಿಕೆಗಳನ್ನು ಸೇರಿಸಿದ್ದಾಗ ಯೋಗ್ಯವಾಗಿ 4+ ರಾಜ್ಯ ಗ್ರಾಮೀಣ ಇಡಿಕೆಯ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಗಾಗಿ ವಿವರಿಸಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ.”

4. ಈ ನಂತರ ಪ್ರತಿವಿಧಿಯು " ಅನ್ವಯ ವೈರಾಯ ಉತ್ತೀರ್ಣಯಾರ ಹೊರತು ಉತ್ತಮವಾಗಿ ಚಿತ್ರೀಕರಣದ ರೂಪದಿಂದ ಕೆಲವು ಹೊರತುಗಳು ಮಾರಾಟಕ್ಕೆ ಮತ್ತು ಗ್ರಾಮೀಣ ಹೊರತುಗಳ ಸಂಸ್ಥಾನಿಕವೇಳೆ, ಹೊರತು ವೈರಾನಾದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ನಡುವೆ ವೈರಾಯ ಚಿತ್ರೀಕರಣದ ಹೊರತು ಸೇರುವ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಯಾಗಿ 4-ಮತ್ತು ಗ್ರಾಮೀಣ ಇಡಿಕೆಯ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಗಾಗಿ ವಿವರಿಸಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ.”

5. ಈ ಅಧ್ಯಯನದಲ್ಲಿ " ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ವೈರಾಯ ಉತ್ತರಾಧಿಕಾರಿ ಸೇವಾ ಮಾತ್ರ ವೈರಾಯ 1975, ಸೇವಾ ಸ್ವರೂಪದ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯ ಹೊರತುಗಳನ್ನು ಸ್ವರೂಪದಿಂದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ನಡುವಿಗೆ 4+ ರ ಗ್ರಾಮೀಣ ಇಡಿಕೆಯ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಗಾಗಿ ವಿವರಿಸಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ.”

11. ಅನುಕ್ರಮ
(ಶೈಕ್ಷಣಿಕ ಮಾರಾಟದ, ತಂಡದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ನಡುವಿಗೆ ನಿರ್ದೇಶಣೆ ಮತ್ತು ಅಂದಾಜು ಮಾಡಬೇಕ್ಕಾಗಿ ಅತ್ಯಂತ ಅಸಾಮಜಿಕ)

----------
MR. SPEAKER:
1. Adjournment Motion given notice of by: Sri E. Dayakar Rao Garu and others regarding large scale irregularities in construction of houses in villages and town under Indiramma and Rajiv Gruhakalpa Schemes is disallowed.

2. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Dr. G. Vijaya Rama Rao Garu and others regarding issue of special notification for recruitment of employees in Telangana region is disallowed.

3. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri Nomula Narasimhaiah Garu and others regarding constitution of special independent committee with public representatives to rectify irregularities in construction of houses under Indiramma Adarsha Villages and to sanction pension s to the eligible persons is disallowed.

4. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri ChadaVenkat Reddy garu and others regarding irregularities in construction of houses, sanction of house sites and pensions to the eligible persons, under Indiramma Adarsha Villages is disallowed.

5. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri G. Kishan Reddy Garu regarding irregularities in construction of houses and selection of beneficiaries under Indiramma Adarsha Villages and non-starting of housing works under J.N.U.R.M. Scheme in Hyderabad is disallowed.

6. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri Komirreddi Ramulu garu regarding conversion of Metpally as revenue division is disallowed.

7. Adjournment Motion given notice of by Sri L. Raja Rao Garu regarding non-filling ZP of vacant posts of Lecturers in Government Degree and Junior Colleges in the State is disallowed.

(whatever you have asked x x x)

D, whatever you have asked x x x
If you cooperate it will be, if you not cooperate, it is not possible. Now it is not possible to implement the rules. If you cooperate it will be, if you not cooperate, it is not possible. Now it is not possible to implement the rules.

(Only Mr. Sh. is present)

Will you please listen and please. Now it is not possible to implement the rules. Now it is not possible to implement the rules. Under different rules we will take them up.

What I told? That is listed today. Unless you complete what you have wanted yesterday it will be not possible to implement the rules. Unless you complete what you have wanted yesterday it will be not possible to implement the rules. That is listed today. Unless we adhere to the timings, we cannot complete. You are all seniors. You need to cooperate. That is very important. It is upto you.

1.30
Mr. SPEAKER : It is already 11.00 a.m. We will take it up. What more do you want in this respect?

(Interjection)

Unless I get cooperation from you all, it is very difficult to complete ......

We have found a solution. Why should there be any confusion?

......

Mr. SPEAKER : I am making it very clear. If you need my advice you hear me. Now the matter is very clear

There is no confusion.

pertains to the recruitment of employees. That is why, I am appealing to you Sir.

Mr. SPEAKER : I will take it up in a different form now. The adjournment motions are disallowed. 
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Now I am saying that I am very clear. Under Rule 344, we will take up. Unless we take up one by one, they cannot be completed.

You have agreed. Please resume your seats. If you do like this, I cannot run the house in pandemonium.

(Interruptions)

The House is adjourned for 15 minutes.

(At 8-47 am. the House was adjourned.)
( క్రమ రాష్ట్ర విభాగం 9.01 సంస్థ విభాగం )
( సంస్చరించిన అంశాంశాల ప్రదానం )

--------

సంచరించిన ప్రధాని: విశ్వసనికి కార్యం చేయలేదు.

బాగా డాక్టరి: ప్రాంతాన ప్రధాని: 344 కృత్రిమ విక్రమానికి సంచాలన వస్తుంది.

ప్రధాని సంచాలనకు అప్పుడు - మార్క్స్ రామశేఖర్ సమాచారం

మార్క్స్ రామశేఖర్ నాయకత్వ రాత్రిలో పిలువబడిన ఏడు ఐదు అంశాలు

సంచాలన నియోజక పారంపర్యాతం - 33(7747)

ప్రధానిభాష లో నియోజక సంచాలన ప్రధాని ప్రతి సంచాలన పరిశీలక

(1) మార్క్స్ రామశేఖర్ నాయకత్వ రాత్రిలో అంతర్గత దృశ్యాంశాల స్థాయి అంతర్గత దృశ్యాంశాల స్థాయి ముందు నియోజక పరిశీలన కాదు?

(2) ప్రధాని నాయకత్వ రాత్రిలో ప్రధాని నాయకత్వ రాత్రిలో ప్రతి సంచాలన పరిశీలన ముందు నియోజక పరిశీలన కాదు?

(3) ప్రధాని నాయకత్వ ప్రతి సంచాలన పరిశీలన ముందు నియోజక పరిశీలన కాదు?

(4) మార్క్స్ రామశేఖర్ నాయకత్వ ప్రతి సంచాలన పరిశీలన కాదు?

సంచాలన ప్రదానం కాలం మాత్రము ( క్రమ సంచాలనం ఉపాధ్యాయ కార్యం )

(5) ప్రతి సంచాలన ప్రదానం కాలం మాత్రం 25-7-1994 న మధ్య ప్రధాని సంచాలన రాక్షసంచాలనం 344 కృత్రిమ సంచాలనకు సంచాలన ప్రదానం విధానం విధానం నిర్ధారించి ఉపాధ్యాయ సంచాలన పరిశీలన కాదు?

(6) ప్రతి సంచాలన ప్రదానం కాలం మాత్రం 25-7-1994 న మధ్య ప్రధాని సంచాలన రాక్షసంచాలనం 344 కృత్రిమ సంచాలనకు సంచాలన పరిశీలన కాదు?

సంచాలన పరిశీలన కాలం మాత్రం 25-7-1994 న మధ్య ప్రధాని సంచాలన రాక్షసంచాలనం 344 కృత్రిమ సంచాలనకు సంచాలన పరిశీలన కాదు?
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I will call for a report from the District Collector. After obtaining it, I will get the issue examined.
MR. SPEAKER: He did not close the option. He will examine it.
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...
2007mare 3 ichkam akshara vishishta svarupana vingiya. eva svarupam akshara samvedana gala shirke mane svarupam niskam bhrutam shopta devi jnana.
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MR. SPEAKER: Now the Minister has answered comprehensively. All the issues have been handled. He mentioned that he would take action if any irregularities are there. He said that he would get them enquired into. That is enough. We will leave it here. He said that he would get it enquired.

_మరియంతు మతస్థత విధానం ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడినం_  

ఎత్తు సంఖ్య 35(7857)  

ఇంటర్ విభాగం (సమితి)- సర్వశక్తుడు మరియంతు ప్రత్యేకమైన  

విధానం 35 సంఖ్య సమితి సమితి అవసర సహాయాన్ని  

సమయం విశేషాలు:  

1) మరియంతు మతస్థత విధానం ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి, మరియంతు ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి  

2) మరియంతు ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి నా ప్రకటణ ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి నా ప్రకటణ ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి?  

మరియంతు, మరియంతు ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి (ఇంటర్ విభాగం ప్రత్యేకమైన తొడి):  

1) ఎండి.  
2) ఎండి ఎండి ఎండి ఎండి.
This is not proper. When you were given an opportunity, it is not proper to stall the House.

The Minister said he will enquire into it. If you have information you pass it on. He will enquire into. He made certain observations. Minister said that he will enquire into it. Leave it there. Every issue cannot be converted into a debate. If there is anything specific, you pass on the information.

Minister will enquire into it.

Try to understand. It is not good.

MR. SPEAKER: Hon'ble Minister said that he would enquire into it. Leave it there.
I am sorry. You pass on the information. Minister said that the matter would be enquired.

(*verbatim*)

Mr. Speaker: You have made certain allegations. They will be enquired into. Now that is enough. Please pass on the information. He will get it enquired.

(*verbatim*)

Sri Komireddy Ramlu: Mr. Speaker Sir, I once again convey my thanks to the Hon'ble Chief Minister.

(*verbatim*)
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Will the Minister for Energy & Coal be pleased to state:

a) Whether the A.P. State Electricity Regularity Commission has suggested to the Government to invest the profits of Distribution Companies in Power Plants;

b) If so, the response of the Government on the suggestion; and

c) Performance of the DISCOMs in improving their financial positions over the last two years?

MINISTER FOR ENERGY & COAL (SRI MOHD. ALI SHABBIR):

a) Yes, sir.

b) Basing on the suggestions of the Government the APERC in the Tariff Order for the Financial Year 2007-2008, has directed that the surplus/profits generated as per the projections during the Financial Year 2007-2008 in respect of APCPDCL & APEPDCL may be transferred to the State Government to enable it to invest in the forthcoming Power Projects i.e., Krishnapatnam and Kakatiya Thermal Projects of APGENCO (a State Government Generating Company).

c) All DISCOMs have improved their financial position over the last two years and they are in profits.
null
Mr. Speaker: Question No. 7885 (38) has been postponed at the request of the Member.
MR. SPEAKER: I can understand but there is time factor, which we have to keep in mind. After 9.30 a.m., I will allow only single supplementary. Your member Sayanna has asked well. You can avail other opportunities.

I am not disputing that.

Now, we will leave it here.

SRI T. DEVENDER GOUD: The Minister is misleading the House.

MR. SPEAKER: If you want to register your protest then I will allow you to speak.
There is no coordination among the Officers.

Let him specifically tell.
MR. SPEAKER: You have not registered your protest - అంటాలే ఉంటా? I am sorry. You have already registered your protest. మేము త్వరితంగా ప్రత్యేకమైనది. You have been given the opportunity. You have availed the opportunity. You have to adopt flexibility. You have to kindly appreciate. Leave it there. If this is the situation, the House cannot run. You have to give respect for the Chair's direction.

(INTERUPTIONS)
You are a Deputy Leader and you have been given an opportunity. You have not only registered your protest but also addressed the matter. You have to leave it. You have already registered. You are already on protest. Mike is given. You have registered your protest. మింతి ఎస్తే రాబేం, Minister had to respond. Your protest is already registered. How can there be a double protest.

MR. SPEAKER: Yes. Absolutely it is going on. After 09.30 you have been given opportunity. I cannot totally run by your mood. I have to see the mood of the entire House. మేము త్వరితంగా ప్రత్యేకమైనది. మనుడు త్వరితంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు అయితే. How can they be justified? నిర్మిశాగాలు నిర్మిశాగాలు నిర్మిశాగాలు ఎక్కడ ఎందుకు ఉండుంది? What is this? You have been given an opportunity. But you wanted to register protest. Yes. You have registered your protest. What more you want? Leave it here now. There is a way of means of doing it. మింతి ఎస్తే నిర్మిశాగాలు, 9.30 నాటికి మరింతంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు అయి. ఇదే, మరింతంగా ఎందుకు ఉండుంది? మరింతంగా రాయమేరు నిర్మిశాగాలు. నిర్మిశాగాలు నిర్మిశాగాలు నిర్మిశాగాలు. You have to kindly understand. You have to appreciate this. Ultimately, we are in Question Hour only. మనుడు బాగా. మనుడు బాగా? We have done only three questions within the last one and a half an hour. You say things are not coming up. How will they come when this is your attitude. అవును అంటరు? On record you wanted. I have allowed. As a Speaker, some responsibility has to be fulfilled. 9.30 నాటికి మరింతంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు అయి. ఎందుకు మరింతంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు అయి. I have allowed it. You have to appreciate that. You have been given an opportunity. మనుడు త్వరితంగా ప్రత్యేకమైనది. మనుడు త్వరితంగా ప్రత్యేకమైనది. Only for protest you have been given mike. మనుడు త్వరితంగా ప్రత్యేకమైనది. మనుడు త్వరితంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు. You have to kindly appreciate.

Then you have to find a way out. This is not the way. I am sorry. By 10'O clock I have to close it. మనకు త్వరితంగా ఇది నిర్మిశాగాలు ఉంటా? మేము త్వరితంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు. ఇది త్వరితంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు మనకు త్వరితంగా ఉంటా. మనుడు త్వరితంగా నిర్మిశాగాలు మనకు త్వరితంగా ఉంటా. You have
already protested. You have to understand.

Am I not running the House as per the rules?

Don't lose your time. Few Members have spoken. This is the practice which we have to respect. I have given you opportunity. You have already spoken on that. What is this? With due respect I have allowed. This cannot be taken as a weakness of the Chair. You have to respect the Chair. Let us take up next question.

You are all senior Members. Kindly understand and appreciate it. We have to close the matter. Now, kindly leave the matter. This is not good. There is a need to discipline. You can't behave like this.

MR. SPEAKER: It is not good. Kindly understand. You can't pressurize like this. There are certain practices. Now, kindly leave the matter. This is not good. There is a need to discipline. You can't behave like this.

I congratulate.
We will take the House to ransom for everyone. It has been going on.

Let us go to the next question.
MR. SPEAKER: What is your opinion Devender Goud garu on the rules and conventions?

I am only advising you. We know very well. That is the practice which is not set by me. It has been going on for the last 10 to 15 years. 9:30 done done. I understand the importance. But, never stopped. After your protest, Minister replied. Your protest is registered. In this context, what do you want to do?

I want to protest - I never stopped. After your protest, Minister replied.

I never stopped. After your protest, Minister replied. Your protest is registered. In this context, what do you want to do?
The whole record has to be set straight. If you have any grouse, I will appreciate it. I have been allowing you everyday to speak on one subject or the other. I am ensuring that the Main Opposition Party gets its due opportunity to speak on most of the questions. I don't want mention more than that. I don't want mention more than that. I don't want mention more than that.
అన్ని విషయాలను ప్రమాణం చేయాలను, కానీ ప్రమాణం వినినపుడు... వదిలి ఉండాలను. | 20th July, 07 29
In the very near future, the City of Hyderabad would definitely become as one of the World Class Cities.
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI(Chandrayangutta) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, just now, the Hon'ble Chief Minister was mentioning about various developmental activities being carried out in the City of Hyderabad and in particular he had mentioned about the special package announced by the Government recently for the overall development of the Old City. We have gone on record and thanked the Congress Government particularly Dr. Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy, Hon'ble Chief Minister for having announced a special package for the Old City. But, Sir, this question is pertaining to the Greater Hyderabad and the Old City package was declared before the emergence of Greater Hyderabad. The Greater Hyderabad has come into emergence only after merging the surrounding municipalities into it. But, the District re-organisation has not yet been done. Greater Hyderabad limits and jurisdictions come into the Hyderabad District, Ranga Reddy
District and certain parts of Medak District. The Government should look into the problems being faced by these areas and that total development work needs to be done. After the emergence of the Greater Hyderabad, the workload has been increased and that the additional staff has not been recruited as a result of which, the existing staff are not able to cope up with the increasing workload. Further, the reason for my protest is that after the completion of three years in the office, the Congress Government in the State had declared that no new taxes would be imposed on the part of the people particularly on the people of Hyderabad. Contrary to it, the Government has recently issued the Orders according to which after the emergence of Greater Hyderabad, the taxes have been increased manifold. Property taxes have also been increased and the Government has also increased all other taxes. Further, after the emergence of Greater Hyderabad, the City of Hyderabad is totally put under darkness. Therefore, I request the Government to kindly withdraw that Government Order with immediate effect, otherwise, it would become a great burden for the poor people living in the City of Hyderabad.

E.10.30

No street lights are coming. There is no maintenance. In the DRC meeting also, all the city MsLA have raised this issue saying that there is poor maintenance. But it has not been taken care of. The previous Government has neglected the old city. This Government has given the package. But after the emergence of Greater Hyderabad, again old city is being neglected. There should be an equal share of budget allocation for the development of the entire city. Not the new areas should be concentrated because the old city needs playgrounds, parks and we need everything. Our party protests the G.O. that has been issued enhancing the property taxes. Our party demands that the G.O. should be withdrawn.
(MR. SPEAKER)

Now, it is already 10.35 a.m. There are two more questions. I will postpone them to a later date.

I will just enlist in 14 major heads.

(Rupees in crores)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of ORR</td>
<td>4,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of Airport</td>
<td>1,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of 31 radial roads</td>
<td>2,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Rail System</td>
<td>8,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old City Development Package</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musi Beautification</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Widening</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB’s and Bridges</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRTS</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated Express Way</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakes and Water Bodies Restoration</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of Nalas</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Master Plan for improvement of sewerage network throughout GHMC; Supply of drinking water everyday in the entire GHMC area.
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: G.O. Ms.No.472 is issued and the property taxes have been enhanced. The House is being mislead.

you please forward it to the Government. 

MR. SPEAKER: We will take it up at the earliest. I will take it up. Time and again will not be allowed. We will take it up at a later date.

(INTERUPTIONS)

I will take it up during the course of the Session only. I have an announcement. Now, the matter is closed.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: We have a copy of the G.O. Sir. The House is being mislead.

MR. SPEAKER: The matter is closed. If you have any information, you pass it on. You have already registered your protest. Now, please sit down.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: We have a copy of the G.O. The House is being misled Sir.

MR. SPEAKER: The matter is closed. If you have any information, you please pass it on. You have already registered your protest. Now, please sit down. Please Owaisi Sahab.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: The G.O. is issued by the Government Sir.

MR. SPEAKER: If you have any information, you pass it on to the Government. You have already registered your protest.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: I just want to come on record and say that what the Hon’ble Chief Minister has just now stated is wrong. He is misleading the House.
MR. SPEAKER: If this the way, we go on, where do we head? Kindly understand. Please sit down. Owaisi Sahab, will you please listen to me? If there is some contradiction, you have the other options. Now please sit down.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: I will read it.

MR. SPEAKER: You have already read it. When you are registering your protest, you have raised so many issues. Yes.

MR. SPEAKER: You have already registered your protest. If you have any information, you please pass on to me. Owaisi Sahab, you have mentioned so many issues while registering your protest. Now, let us leave it here.

MR. SPEAKER: You have already registered your protest. If you have any information, you please pass on to me. Owaisi Sahab, you have mentioned so many issues while registering your protest. Now, let us leave it here.

Now, you wanted me to convert this into a Debate. Now, the Chief Minister has mentioned certain things for which you did not agree.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Let me say something. If you only want to say, I will go. You are not at all allowing me.

MR. SPEAKER: Yes, what is that you want to say? You tell me. One minute. After 9.30 a.m., you said further people have to be allowed. Then you wanted to register your protest. Now again, after registering your protest, the Government has replied as per rules and conventions. They have replied it and if you feel that if there is something contradictory, then you have various options or raising the matter. But this subject will close after your protest.

You are not happy with the reply. You are not satisfied with the reply. That is the reason as to why you have protested. Otherwise, why do you protest?
Since you are not satisfied, you have protested. While protesting, you have said certain reasons for which the Government has replied. Now in that, if there is difference of opinion, you will have occasions to raise it. But I cannot continue the House like this. Again and again, you are raising the same issue.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: The Chief Minister is misleading the House Sir. The G.O. that has been issued........

MR. SPEAKER: Owaisi Sahab, one minute. You are talking of a G.O. and the aspects of it. If I continue like this, it will go on. There are other aspects to be discussed in the House. I know as to what you want to say? You have registered your protest. There are conventions.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Can I say something Sir?

MR. SPEAKER: I know as to what you want to say. I do not want to get on to this one to one. Let me make an announcement.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: It is my responsibility to rectify the wrong.

MR. SPEAKER: Now, I will adjourn the House and I will call the Floor Leaders. I cannot continue the House like this. Everytime, why I should I plead to every Member?

We have Rules, we have Regulations. We have conventions. Owaisi Sahab, we have practices.

(INTERNUPTIONS)

We are guided by certain rules and regulations. We have certain conventions. If you want to speak on that, you quote a rule. You quote a convention or you quote a practice. But none of you so far has quoted a rule, or a convention or a practice. And you say, the Speaker should give the opportunity. What is this? Flexibility from the Chair should not be misused. It is my advice to the Members. You have every right to say.
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: I can raise a Point of Order Sir.

MR.SPEAKER: I am going to call all of you and we will sort out on this. Otherwise, this will be a bad brand for the House. It is not good for the House to be continued in this state. Everytime, the Speaker keeps pleading, it is not good. Now, let me make an announcement. Yes, there is an announcement.

"I am to announce to the House that under Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly, the election of the Deputy Speaker will be held at 11.00 a.m. on 24th July, 2007.

The nomination paper for the election of Deputy Speaker shall be delivered to the Secretary at any time between 10.30 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on 23rd July, 2007 either by the Proposer or the Candidate nominated. The nomination papers are available with the Secretary, Legislature."

Now, Zero Hour.
We will leave it there.

MR.SPEAKER: In whatever form it has to come, it will come. That's all.

This is the practice. He has already made a note of it.
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Definitely
I will sort out all the issues.
இம்முறையில். தற்குடி மண்டல் பிராந்திய விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும், பொன்று மண்டல் விளையாட்டுகள், வாங்கந்து வெளியில் செய்வதாக விளையாடும் இயல் விளையாட்டுகள் தற்குடி மண்டலில் அழைக்கப் பெற்றுள்ளது. இது மண்டலில் விளையாடும் வலிமை விளையாட்டுகளின் இயல் விளையாட்டுகள் தற்குடி மண்டலில் அழைக்கப் பெற்றுள்ளது. இது மண்டலில் விளையாடும் வலிமை விளையாட்டுகளின் இயல் விளையாட்டுகள் தற்குடி மண்டலில் அழைக்கப் பெற்றுள்ளது.

இப்படி எடுத்துக்காட்டு : பார்க்கவும் மண்டல் விளையாட்டு. அதைக் காண்க அல்லது மறுப்படியாக விளையாட்டு.

இப்படி எடுத்துக்காட்டு(ஸ்பூன்) : அருகில், வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகளின் தொகுப்பாக விளையாடும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள். இந்த விளையாட்டுத் தலைந்த விளையாட்டுகள் 250 லட்சம் வண்ணமுடைய வண்ணமுடைய. இந்த விளையாட்டுத் தலைந்த விளையாட்டுகள் 300 லட்சம் வண்ணமுடைய. இந்த விளையாட்டுத் தலைந்த விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள். இந்த விளையாட்டுத் தலைந்த விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள். இந்த விளையாட்டுத் தலைந்த விளையாட்டு�ள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள் மற்றும் வேதியியல் விளையாட்டுகள்.
SRI N RUGHUVEERA REDDY : Sir, with your permission, on behalf of the Chief Minister, I beg to move:

"That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2007."

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:

"That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 2007."
The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

2. 2007, ఎందరోత్సాహం నిషేధము, సుప్రసిద్ధం నిషేధం, మాత్రమే రాసించాలి
(విధాన సమితి) మార్గం

SRI N RAGHUVEERA REDDY : Sir, with your permission, on behalf of the Chief Minister, I beg to move:

“ That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Second Amendment) Bill, 2007.”

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“ That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Second Amendment) Bill, 2007.”

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

3. 2007, ఎందరోత్సాహం నిషేధము (రేగాల్ మార్గం) మార్గం

SRI JC DIWAKAR REDDY : Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

“ That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Raj (Amendment) Bill, 2007.”

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“ That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Raj (Amendment) Bill, 2007.”

(Pause)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

4. 2007, ఎందరోత్సాహం నిషేధము (రేగాల్) మార్గం

SRI JC DIWAKAR REDDY : Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

“ That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh District Planning Committees (Amendment) Bill 2007.”

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“ That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh District Planning Committees (Amendment) Bill 2007.”
The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

5. 2007, అండhra ప్రదేశ్ నగర ఉన్నతి (అండహ్రు) (రోటేషన్) బిల్

SRI KONERU RANGA RAO : Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

" That leave be granted to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas (Development) (Amendment) Bill, 2007."

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:

" That leave be granted to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Urban Areas (Development) (Amendment) Bill, 2007."

(Pause)
The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

6. 2007, ఉదరాధారం నగర సప్స్య, రేపు రేపు, రేపు రేపు రేపు (రేపు) బిల్

SRI KONERU RANGA RAO : Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

" That leave be granted to Introduce the Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage (Amendment) Bill, 2007."

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:

" That leave be granted to Introduce the Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage (Amendment) Bill, 2007."

(Pause)
The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

7. 2007, అండhra ప్రదేశ్ మాటలు రెండు విభాగాలు (అండాయాం మాటలు, మాటలు, మాట సేవా సేవా సేవా) బిల్

SRI N RAGHUVEERA REDDY : Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

" That leave be granted to Introduce The Andhra Pradesh Cotton Seeds (Regulation of Supply, Distribution, Sale and Fixation of Sale Price) Bill, 2007."

MR. SPEAKER : Motion moved. Now, the question is:
“That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Cotton Seeds (Regulation of Supply, Distribution, Sale and Fixation of Sale Price) Bill, 2007.”

(Pause)
The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

8. 2007, అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ జిల్లాధిపత్య న్యాయసభలు, మానసికారోగ్యాల న్యాయసభలు నేతృత్వంతో ప్రామాణిక పిల్లలు ప్రాంతం (పాలోప్రతిసామ్యం)

SRI N. RAGHUVEERA REDDY: Sir, with your permission, I beg to move:

“That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Reservation in favour of socially and Educationally Backward Classes of Muslims Bill, 2007.

MR. SPEAKER: Motion moved. Now, the question is:

“That leave be granted to Introduce the Andhra Pradesh Reservation in favour of socially and Educationally Backward Classes of Muslims Bill, 2007.

(Pause)
The motion was adopted and the Bill was Introduced.

MR. SPEAKER: Now, we will continue with Short Discussion. Five Members have already spoken, two or three left and after that we will have the reply. The discussion will be taken after Tea-Break.

Now, Tea-Break for ten minutes.

(The House then adjourned for Tea-Break at 11-18 AM)
MR. SPEAKER: As far as the copies of the statement made by the Hon'ble Minister for Home are concerned they will be supplied to the Members. As both the Houses are functioning at a time, we have to see the convenience of the Ministers. I will sort out the issue within a half an hour. In the meanwhile, let the Hon'ble Member begin his speech.

(Interruptions)

Let the Minister come over here from the Council.

Let the Minister come over here from the Council.
MR. SPEAKER: All the papers are deemed to have been laid on the Table of the House.


MR. SPEAKER: I am to announce to the House that the following Bills will be taken up by the Assembly in the evening sitting on Monday, the 23rd July, 2007 and the amendments to the Bills will be received upto 5.00 p.m. on Saturday, the 21st July, 2007:


2. The Andhra Pradesh Propagation of other religion in the places of worship or prayer (Prohibition) Bill, 2007 (L.A. Bill No. 11 of 2007).

4. The Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualification's (Second Amendment) Bill, 2007 (L.A.Bill No.13 of 2007)


SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: I appreciate the action of the Congress Government in coming forward for a Short Discussion on "Government Lands and related issues, including recommendations of Koneru Ranga Rao Committee". In his four-page statement, the Hon'ble Revenue Minister has listed out the measures taken by the Government for distribution of land to landless poor and construction of permanent houses for all the eligible poor in a time-bound manner.

He has assured that the Government would never hesitate or waver in its resolve to implement land reforms measures vigorously. He has also sought the co-operation from all sections of the House in helping the Government to address the various land issues that have come up and strengthen the Government's hands in implementing the land reforms. However, I am sorry to say that in spite of our repeated demand for allocation of land and the houses to the minorities in urban areas 20% and in rural areas 7% houses, though the Government had issued orders, it had not implemented the same. Again, when the issue was raised on the Floor of the august House of the Legislative Assembly, the Government has issued a G.O.Ms.No. 46 dated 20-09-2004 providing 20% of the houses for the minorities compulsorily, but it has not been implemented so far.

The CPI-M took up “Bhoo Poratam” on May 2 this year and the CPI has subsequently joined hands with them on this issue. But, I feel that the CPI-M's land struggle looks redundant and politically motivated. Ironically, CPI-M, which is hobnobbing with the Telugu Desam now, remained silent on the issue of land distribution during the nine-year rule of Mr. N. Chandrababu Naidu and the eight-year-rule of TDP founder N.T. Rama Rao. I may point out here that both the Communist Parties were allies of TDP during 1984-98 and they broke ranks with TDP only after the TDP dumped
the United Front and extended support to BJP-led National Democratic Alliance to form the coalition Government at the Centre.

But, during TDP rule under NTR and Mr. Naidu, CPI-M and CPI never thought of launching a land struggle, though the fact remained that TDP regime did not distribute a single acre of land to the poor landless and houseless people in the State. On the other hand, the successive Congress Governments not only initiated the land reforms but also took up distribution of lands and house-sites to the poor. But, the Government has not implemented its order in the case of minorities in the State. The present Congress Government took up distribution of lands to landless poor in 2005. So far, in three phases, the Government has distributed 4.37 lakh acres of land to the poor.

(Interruptions)

It was only Rs.32 crore. It was in T.D.P. regime. Narendra Modi was supported by T.D.P. There is not even a Muslim member in T.D.P. party. This shows what they have done to the minorities. It is very clear.

(Interruptions from Sri Nomula Narsimhaiah)
MR.SPEAKER: What is the clarification that you are seeking?
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Speaker Sir, I want to set the record straight. First thing is that my learned friend Dr. Janardhana Reddy Garu has said that Minorities' Finance Corporation was formed by Telugu Desam Government. Sir, the Minorities Finance Corporation was formed in the Congress regime under the Chief Ministership of Sri T. Anjaiah.

DR. N. JANARDHAN REDDY: That is not correct.

MR. SPEAKER: The question is whether it was formed or not. We will leave it there.

DR. N. JANARDHAN REDDY: It was formed by Sri N.T. Rama Rao Garu. It is he who created it.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: That Corporation was formed by Sri Anjaiah. I know that Sir.

DR. N. JANARDHAN REDDY: It is the Telugu Desam Government, which did a lot for the minorities.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: What was the Budget allocation made in the year 2004? If the Hon'ble Member says that when the Telugu Desam Party was in power...

DR. N. JANARDHAN REDDY: It was Rs.69 crore.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: That was election year. In the year 2003 the Budget allocation made was Rs.36 crore. In the year it was Rs.34.40 crore. When it comes to 2001, it was Rs.27.24 crore only.

11.50

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Sir, second thing, my learned friend N. Janardhana Reddy, reacted very fast to my comments. He was angry with me. Sir, my question is very simple. Is it not a fact that CPI and CPI (M) parties were the allies of Telugu Desam Party during the previous elections? Yes, they were. My question is, during that time, how many times did they carry out such struggles as they are doing now? My question is, they did it or not? It is a very simple question. When they were allies of the Telugu Desam Party, they never thought of carrying out these struggles.

Sir, the present Congress Government started distributing the lands to landless poor from the year 2005. Sir, one more thing. My learned friend Sri Narasimhaiaiah told that they were carrying out the struggle so that the poor should be given the land. But Sir, in the State of West Bengal they are snatching away the land from poor.

(Comments drawn Claps from Treasury Benches and Protests from CPI (M) Benches)
Sir, here, they are asking lands for the poor and in the States where they are in rule, they are taking away the lands from the poor.

(Repeated interruptions from CPI (M) benches)

Sir, they are also questioning Nizam’s rule.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI : Sir, they are telling that I do not know ABCDs of West Bengal State. Sir, not only ABCDs but I can tell up to Z about West Bengal when the discussion on Sachaar Committee Report would be taken up in this August House. I can tell as to what the Communist People have done to the people of West Bengal.

Sir, they are talking about Wakf lands. What is there in West Bengal. There they got Takhedhar Law, means, anybody having in possession of land may take it over. So, the Wakf Lands have been taken over by the West Bengal Government.

★☆☆‘extracting money from the poor people. The poor people are getting bamboos, they are getting ballies and they are getting all sorts of things. Thousands of rupees are being collected in the city from the poor people.

( The comments drawn loud protests from CPI (M) Benches. The Members raised from their seats and started strongly appealing to the Chair to give them an opportunity to speak)

Sir, we should also inquire as to who are these people who collected the money from the poor people.

(Repeated interruptions)

Yes, money was taken from the poor people, but they have not given land to the poor.

* Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
MR. SPEAKER: Owaisi Saab, please put an end to these comments and confine to the subject.

SRI NOMULA NARASIMHAIAH: Sir, let me clarify one thing.

MR. SPEAKER: Narasimhaiah Garu, what is it that you want to clarify. First, I would like to request the Members who are standing at the podium to kindly go back to their seats.

(In the meanwhile, Sir MA Gaffoor, CPI (M) Member, started making comments against Sri Akbaruddin Owaisi)

SRI MA GAFOOR: "I can prove it.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Sir, let an inquiry be conducted into this.
MR. SPEAKER : Now, the issue is with regard to land. Therefore, I would advise the Members to confine to this issue.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI : Sir, here, I am standing on behalf of my party, that is MIM party. I am not representing any other party, nor do I wish to support Congress Party here. Therefore, I would like to totally dispute with what my learned friend had stated.

SIR, It is a false allegation that our party is going to the rescue of the Congress Government. I want to make it quite clear that we don't want anybody's support and I think that the Congress Party needs our party's support. They have struggled in the individual capacity as also we. We are not cooperating with the Congress Party. You see the yesterday's Presidential Election. Madam Pratibha Patil has made a remark on the "Pardha" being worn by the muslim women and the muslim Moghal Rulers. We have never asked for the support of the Congress Party. We have our own identity. It was again "Shariat". in once again want to make it clear that we have our own identity. We are representing the muslim minorities and we will always fight for the betterment of the muslims.

MR.SPEAKER: Now all of you have made your respective parties’ political stand. Let us come to the subject.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, as I said just now, if I am wrong, the Government is at liberty to conduct an enquiry into the issue. Money is being collected from the poor people for laying the huts in the Government lands. They are asked to bring bomboos and other related material.

(Interruptions)
(At this stage, the CPI (M) Party Members rushed to the Podium protesting against the remarks made by the above Member).

MR. SPEAKER: Let me please set the records straight. I request you to please resume your seats. It is not good to come over here and argue with me.

(Interruptions)

When your leader himself spoke, what more would you require? Mr. Narasimhaiah garu, you please ask your Members to resume their seats. It is not good.

(Interruptions)

This type of behavior is not appreciable. I request you to please go back to your seats. Kindly cooperate with the Chair.

m. 12.10
MR.SPEAKER: Let us leave it here now.

(INTERRUPTIONS FROM MEMBERS BELONGING TO TDP)
We will leave it here now. Let me put an end. One minute. You please sit down for a minute. Raghuvendra Reddy Garu, please sit down. Owaisi Sahab, while you were speaking on the land issue, you had made certain remarks for which some political parties raised objections.
MR. SPEAKER: You have made your point. Let me take the opinion from others.

(Interruptions from Members belonging to Telugu Desam Party)

MR. SPEAKER: Let Mr. Vijaya Rama Rao speak. Let me first bring back normalcy in the House. Let him speak.

(Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER: If there is anything further, I will allow you to speak.
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(அதுற்ற கூடிய அடிமட்டம்)

வாழ்வு போற குறைப்பாட்டின் மீது செயல்களின் பின்னர் இறங்கும் குறைப்பாட்டிற்கு கட்டுப்பாடு விளக்கம். 2004 இயல் பிறகு நாசா வட்ட அலுவல்களின் பின்னரில் குறைப்பாட்டின் மீது செயல்களின் பின்னர் இறங்கும் குறைப்பாட்டிற்கு கட்டுப்பாடு விளக்கம். 2004 இயல் பிறகு நாசா வட்ட அலுவல்களின் பின்னரில் குறைப்பாட்டின் மீது செயல்களின் பின்னர் இறங்கும் குறைப்பாட்டிற்கு கட்டுப்பாடு விளக்கம்.

MR.SPEAKER: We will leave it here.

MR.SPEAKER: Let me take the views.
SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Sir, I do not know if there is misunderstanding with the language I was speaking. Sir, I had spoken about only one thing. I said that the poor people have lost their money, because they are getting bamboos, they are getting ballies and they are getting all this stuff and they are erecting huts over there. The poor people are losing their money and a few people are collecting money for all this stuff and it has become a money making racket for those people. I also told that innocent poor man is losing his money.

Sir, if my allegation is wrong let the matter be inquired into and through you I would also like to request the Hon'ble Minister to give a reply to a question which I am going to ask. Sir, I have read out in the newspapers and I do not know as to whether it is right or wrong. Sir, if I am wrong, I may be corrected and if I am right action may kindly be initiated in this regard.

Sir, is it not a fact that one land grabber in the Ranga Reddy dist. by the name.....

(Interruptions from CPI (M) Benches)

has given Rs.5.00 lakhs to Mr. Rajaiah... sorry Sir, from Mr. Rjaiah. I mean to say that Rajaiah, a land grabber had given Rs.5.00 lakhs to a Ranga Reddy Dist. Communist Leader. Is it right or wrong?

(The above comments drawn loud protests from CPI (M) Benches.

SRI NOMULA NARASIMHAIAH (without mike): Hundred percent right. I will stand by it.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Sir, as far as levelling charges against MIM Party is concerned...

MR. SPEAKER: Owaisi Saab, don’t get into the larger aspect of the debate. (Addressing Sri Nomula Narasimhaiah) Narasimhaiah garu, kindly resume your seat. Owaisi Saab, kindly confine to the subject. Here, lot of
ideologies and political stances came out. That is enough. Now, we will leave it here now.

MR. SPEAKER : Can’t you watch what is happening here

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI : Sir, coming back to the point, I would like to make it very clear that our Party’s firm stand is that the Government lands should be distributed amongst the poor. My Party’s stand does not say that the Government lands should not distributed amongst the poor.

Sir, our stand is very clear. Land should be distributed to the poor people and in that the Muslim share should also be allocated. Sir, the present Congress Government started distribution of land to the landless poor during the year 2005. It was being carried out in three phases and extent of 4.37 lakh acres was expected to be distributed among the poor. Under the Indiramma Programme, the present Government had promised houses for all the poor by the year 2008. So far, two phases under this programme have been completed and the Government is now contemplating on the Third Phase.

Sir, when I talk about Indiramma Programme, I would like to say that minorities should be given their fair share under this programme. Sir, there are GOs with regard to this, covering both rural and urban areas and the allocation should be subject to the said GOs. So far, that has not been done and I would like the Government through you, to look into that. Sir, the minorities should get 7% and 20% as their respective shares in both rural and urban areas.

Sir, the Government’s substantial interest shown in land reforms was the positive fall out of its failed talks with the Maoists way back in the year 2004. During the talks the maoists raised the land issue and even submitted a list of land grabbers, including prominent industrialists, business houses, Indian corporate and even multi-national companies. Sir, when the Hon’ble Minister raises to give his reply, I want to know from him as to how much of land was given in both Hyderabad and Ranga Reddy Districts, to the multi national companies, soft-ware companies or for parks and how much of land was given to the poor people in the form of pattas. Sir, I think the Leftist Parties took up the land issue taking a cue from the Maoists.
Sir, the present Government appointed a High Level Committee chaired by the Municipal Administration Minsiter Sri Koneru Ranga Rao to assess the implementation of Land Distribution Programme. The Koneru Ranga Rao Committee had suggested to vigorously pursue the land distribution programme as it is a vehicle for social justice. It had also suggested to the Government to ensure one acre of land to every poor family for cultivation purpose.

Sir, the Government had also brought in amendment to AP Assigned land Act, under which all transfers made under violation of the said act have been banned from registration. A penal provision has been provided to prosecute the people who acquired assigned lands by transfer in violation of the Act. The Government had also announced a scheme to voluntarily surrender the assigned lands which are under illegal occupation. Sir, as per the note circulated by the Minster for Revenue, from the very formation of Andhra Pradesh, i.e., from the year 1956, nearly 55 lakh acres of land had been given to the poor. A survey on assigned lands had also been conducted in the State by way of physical verification and it was found that 47.96 lakh acres of land had been transferred in violation of the said act and 5.15 lakh acres have been taken back. Notices have been served to violators and action has been initiated to take back those lands. Sir, these 5.15 lakh acres are in the possession of rich and influential people.

In the name of Bhooporatam, the Left Parties instigated poor people to forcibly occupy Government lands in Hyderabad and other major towns and cities across the State and revenue authorities are facing a tough time in controlling the situation, which is slowly getting out of hand. In many cases, police resorted to lathi charge to disburse the lumpen elements. Section 144 had been imposed in areas where efforts have been made to forcibly occupy the Government lands. In the last two and half years, poor people occupied more than three lakh acres of Government, private and wakf lands located in the State.

(SRI NADENDLA MANOHAR IN THE CHAIR)

12.40

But, most of them were cleared. Why does the Government give an opportunity to the poor people to come and sit there. Why can't the Government by itself identify its land, distribute among the landless poor people and make them legal owners of that land. Anybody can take the poor people and resort to agitation, but the land cannot become their own as it is an illegally occupied land. Therefore, the Government should look into all these aspects carefully. The CPI-M's state leadership cannot escape the blame for creating the law and order situation in the state by instigating and provoking the poor and innocent people and to take the law into their own hands. When we are living in a democratic country, when we are ruled by the rule of law and we being the law makers, are not supposed to instigate or provoke the people to take the law into their hands. Whatever the struggle and fight that is needed to take the poor people on to the streets, it should be within the limits and jurisdiction of the law. They are simply making the poor people scapegoats thereby trying to defame the present Government, as it is an anti-poor Government. The CPI-M state leadership is implementing the hidden agenda of the Telugu Desham Party by conducting "Bhooporatam". But, it is surprising as to whether the CPI-M is supporting or opposing the regional parties.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, further I would like to bring to the notice of this august House that from our view point the disturbing trend is that both the Telugu Desham and the Congress Governments have merrily allotted thousands of acres of Government land to
various industries, Indian Companies, multi-national companies in the name of promotion of industries, viz. pharma, bio-tech, Information Technology, IT enabled services and Special Economic Zones. If the former Chief Minister, Sri N. Chandrababu Naidu had allotted the prime land to the IMG at a meager rate, the present incumbent Chief Minister has allotted hundreds of acres of Government land to the FAB CITY which is being promoted by an NRI whose credentials are yet to be established.

The successive Governments have enacted many legislations during the last five decades to take over the surplus land from the land holders mostly belonging to the muslim community. Immediately after the police action in the year 1948, the erstwhile Hyderabad Government had enacted the Jagirdar Abolition Act in the year 1949 due to which 975 Jagirdars mostly belonging to the muslim community were abolished and lakhs and lakhs of their lands were taken over by the Government and in lieu of it, they were paid a meager amount of Rs. 12.00 crores towards compensation. Similarly, due to the abolition of Inam Act in the year 1955, nearly about 12 lakh acres of land of thousands of Inamdars mostly belonging to the muslim community was taken over by the Government. As if it was not suffice, there was yet another blow to the muslim community i.e. Agricultural Land Ceiling Act due to which lakhs of agricultural land was taken over by the Government. Besides these, the then Government had come up with the Urban Land Ceiling Act, 1976 under which 3132 hectares of land belonging to the muslim community was taken over by the Government.

The important point is that right from the initiation of the Police Action in the year 1949, the muslim community had lost all their important lands in the form of enactment of various laws and if we see as to how much land was given to the muslims, it is very sad. In this connection, I may recall in this august House itself, I had raised this issue on several occasions requesting the Government to allocate a maximum extent of land to the muslim community. I have the figures of allotment of land to the muslim community by the Government in the recent past.

Ever since assumption of the office of the Government by the Congress Party in the State, during the course of the first phase of land distribution, the total land assigned to the poor people was about 1552174 acres, out of which the total number of beneficiaries is about 1,12,290. During the course of the second phase, the total land assigned was about 1,68,081.84 acres and the number of beneficiaries are about 1,06,770 and in the third phase it is about 73,287.09 acres and the beneficiaries are about 37,449. Overall 4.48 lakh acres of land was distributed among the landless poor people in the State. In that, if we see the percentage of the beneficiaries, SCs - 32%, STs - 22%, BC-28% and when it comes to the minorities it is just only 1%. The figures, which I am quoting, are not my own figures. These figures were given by the Hon'ble Minister concerned when I addressed a letter to him under the Right to Information Act.

Further, I would like to inform that the Government of India during the current financial year has sanctioned Rs. 581.20 crores towards construction of 2.30 lakh houses under Indira Awas Yojana for the minorities in the country and the district wise allocations and targets will be decided by each state depending upon the concentration of the muslim population. Out of which the share of our State is about Rs. 476.74 lakhs towards construction of 1887 houses. In this connection, I would like to know from the Government as to whether the Government of India has released that amount and if so, so far how many houses have been constructed.

Coming to the Housing scheme being implemented by the Government of Andhra Pradesh, so far 7,16,715 houses have been sanctioned under different schemes, out of which 5,28,552 houses are completed which comes to 74%. Out of which the total number of houses allotted to the muslim community is about 54,835 and if we convert it into percentage, it will be just 5%. Even out of these 54,835 sanctioned
houses, only 28,227 houses have been completed. All these details were obtained under the Right to Information Act.

CHAIRMAN: Please conclude.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am very much pained to say that when we have lost our lands under various Acts for the last six decades, the Government must come to the rescue of the Muslim community by giving due share of land and houses by implementing the various Government Orders being issued by it every now and then. We have not only lost our lands, but we are also loosing our land in another form i.e. the Wakf Land, which is being encroached upon none other than by the Government. I have a copy of the details of the Wakf Land, which is under the possession of the Government. With the permission of the Hon'ble Chair, I will submit a copy of the same to the Government for its kind information and necessary immediate action. Besides this, out of 5,000 acres of important prime Wakf land situated in Visakhapatnam, the Government has allotted 2500 acres to the NTPC and Hinduja companies at a meager price of Rs. 2.00 lakhs per acre, which comes to a total of Rs. 6.63 crores. Out of this amount, even now, the District Collector of Visakhapatnam has not paid single paise to the local Wakf Board. The remaining 2500 acres of Wakf land is still under the control of the Government.

For Hindujas, for a meagre amount of Rs.2 lakh per acre was given. The Collector, Visakhapatnam did not release the amount of Rs.6,63,00,000/- due to the Wakf Board and remaining Ac.2005 of land is still under the control of the District Collectorate. Alamgiri Mosque, Yadada Village, Gudiwada Mandal, an extent of Ac.2100 of land is in the possession of the District Collector. Darga Hazrat Maqdoom Biabani, Aluru Mandal, an extent of Ac.1600 of land is a waqf land. The Government has notified an extent of Ac.1050 of land for an Industrial Park at the rate of Rs.88,000/- per acre and the remaining land is under the control of the Government.

Of the land pertaining to Baba Sharfuddin, Mamidipalli, Serilingampalli, again an extent of Ac.2131.38 extent of land is allotted to APIIC and other Government departments. Shagir Hussain Qatal, Saroornagar Mandal an extent of Ac.580 of land has been taken by the Government. Dargah Hussain Shahwali, Manikonda at Gachibowli, the total area is Ac.1,900 of land. The entire Manikonda jagir and the village is a waqf land. It is not that I am just making a false complaint. I am not just raising a hue and cry of these lands. There is an Athiyad Court judgment. The Athiyad Court gave its judgment in favour of the Waqf Board and the same was challenged in the High Court. The High Court gave a judgment in the year 1959 saying that the judgment passed by the Athiyad Court is absolutely right and that these lands are waqf lands. Then again, the then Chief Minister, Mr. Brahmananda Reddy had given a letter. I have a copy of the letter, stating that yes, the land of Hussain Shahwali is a waqf land. But because there is a dispute of Muthawalliship and other things, this land would be under the control of the Government and the Government would be the custodian of the land and that after the final judgment, this land would be handed over to waqf. The final judgment of the High Court has come. But the lands were not handed over to Waqf Board. But it was allotted to Multi National Companies. LANCO is now constructing Lanco Hills over there. ISB is there. WIPRO is there.
MICROSOFT is there. Urdu University is there. It is not a false claim that I am making. I am really surprised and I am also happy and I thank my TRS friends for waking up to the shoutings and hue and cry made by the MIM party for the last three years in this House. Finally, at least one party has realised that these lands are wakf lands. They have also mentioned about it. I thank them for that.

When the Communist Party is working for the distribution of lands to the poor, they should also come and support the MIM Party for getting the Wakf lands back to the Wakf Board and see that the muslim community is helped with the wakf lands.

Again, Dargah Hussain Shahwali at Guntapalli village, an extent of Ac.1400 of land and at Dargah Hussain Shahwali, Rayadurg, Serilingampalli Mandal, an extent of Ac.38 of land are wakf lands.

In Narsapur, Medak District, an extent of Ac.100 of land and Dargah land at Aluru Village, Chevella Mandal an extent of Ac.1,200 of land and at Jamia Big Mosque in Guntur an extent of Ac.200 of land are the wakf lands. In Nalgonda District, Sri Nomula Narsamhaiah’s area, an extent of Ac.480 of land is a wakf land, I hope the Hon'ble Member lends his support in getting back that land to Wakf Board.

Budda Buddi Mosque at Kurnool from where my learned friend Mr.Gaffoor hails, in an extent of Ac.89 of wakf land, a CPM colony has come. It has come on the wakf land. The name of the colony is CPM Colony. It is not the allegation I am putting. The House Committee has gone and visited and seen that wakf land. It is there as CPM Colony.

Again, an extent of Ac.7 of land was taken for Nizamabad Railway Station. In Dargah Hazrat Peer Hussain, Ibrahimpatnam, where again a Communist Party MLA is there, he is supporting the land grabbers over there and the extent of land is nearly Ac.200. At Kutub Shahi Mosque, Serilingampalli an extent of Ac.1.15 of land, and at Vuyyuru, Vijayawada, an extent of Ac.40 of land, the Government has sold out the precious land to the so called tenants for a paltry sum. But the Hon'ble Chief Minister was kind enough to cancel those registrations. At Ashurkhana Nale Mubarak, Begumpet Sir, an extent of Ac.3,000 of land is a wakf land. These are the only lands which are in the possession of the Government and not the private parties. Idgah land at Nellore is under encroachment for more than two decades. Wakf land worth crores of rupees at Gurramkonda in Chittoor District is another one occupied by the Agricultural University. The Institute is not paying any lease amount to the Government. Sir, the International Airport that is coming is also again a wakf land. Wakf properties relating to Dargah Jamaluddin Shah at Amberpet, Hyderabad is under the occupation of the Government Primary School for Boys. They are not paying any rent. Qutub Shahi Mosque Graveyard an extent of Ac.3,735 of land is a wakf land but no rent is being paid. Dargah Hazrat Rajdar Khan at Gachibowli, an extent of Ac.1.18 of land is wakf
land. Anees-ul-Gurba at Nampally is also a wakf land. Sir, there are many other lands.

Sir, the question that arises is that the muslims lost their lands in Inam Abolition Act. They gave away their lands in Jagir Abolition Act. Their lands went away in Agricultural Ceiling Act. They lost their lands in Urban Ceiling Act. Lakhs of acres of land they have lost. And again, now the muslim community is losing their lands in a new form, i.e. lands being encroached by none other than the Government agencies. We need to say that the muslims have been big hearted by giving lakhs of acres of land to the Government and to the poor people. My learned friend was saying about Nizam. Sir, the Nizam has given lands to the poor people. The Assembly House is the remarkable example, the building the architecture is the sign of the Nizam regime. And the Council Hall is also constructed by Nizam. They have given so much to this country. They are the Nizams who gave us Hussain Sagar and Osman Sagar water. The muslims gave away lakhs of land for the poor people. And now the MIM Party says that yes, lands should be given to the poor people. But they should be given in a legal form.

The erstwhile Nizam, ex-Prince Mukarrah Jha had lost hundreds of acres of land. Chiran Palance which is near the Brahmananda Reddy Park, the total extent of which is Ac.395 of land. The total extent of land was taken away by imposing the provisions of Urban Land Ceiling Act. You took the land from the erstwhile rulers. At least, the park should have been named after him. But that was also not done.

In this backdrop, our party demands the Government to come out with a white paper on the implementation of the A.P.Land Reforms (Ceiling on Agricultural Holdings) Act 1973, A.P. Urban Ceiling (Ceiling & Regulation) Act 1976, A.P.Assigned Lands (Prohibition of Transfers Act), 1975 and other legislations pertaining to lands. The white paper should provide all the details regarding the number of declarations filed, lands declared surplus, lands taken possession by the Government and distributed to the poor.

Before concluding, I would like to request that a House Committee should be constituted to go into the implementation of these Ceiling Acts, exemptions granted by the Government and violations by influential persons. We will have no objection if the Chief Minister also appoints a Commission of Inquiry under the Inquiries Act to go into this important issue. And lastly, I say that lands should be given to the poor but in a legal form. Before concluding, once again I say that the existing G.Os. should be implemented and muslims should be allocated 20% and 7% in urban and rural areas.

Lastly, before concluding, I would like to say that I have been shouting from long back that these are the precious lands. Nearly, an extent of Ac.11,000 of land is in Ranga Reddy District. The worth of this land is more than Rs.35,000 crore. I would like to request the Hon'ble Chief Minister to please intervene in this. Please call for a meeting and see as to whether the records are right or wrong. If the ownership document says and establish that these are wakf lands,
then please release them. We are not against the ongoing activities of ISB or MICROSOFT, or Udu University or WIPRO. The only thing that our party wants as also the muslims want is that, be the tenant of Wakf Board. Have a lease agreement and pay that amount to the Wakf Board. Similarly, wherever there is an open land, we can develop a project on that open land. If there is Ac.10 of vacant land, Ac.5 of land could be used for some betterment, say for some projects, for an institution, for a school, for a hospital, for a medical college or for an engineering college. And Ac.5 of land could be leased out and that leased out amount could be spent on that project. Such basis could be created for the protection of wakf lands and also making the best use of wakf land. A letter was given to the Hon’ble Minister for Revenue in this regard. I have given a letter to the Hon’ble Minister for Minorities Welfare pointing out all the details. I have met the Hon’ble Chief Minister. It has been for three years that I have been raising this issue with regard to protection of wakf lands. Please protect these lands and see that the best use is done of these lands. I thank you very much for giving me this opportunity.

CHAIRMAN: O.K., You have clarified it. No, no. I never said that. I never used his name. I only requested him to support me in getting back that land.

SRI AKBARUDDIN OWAISI: There is a non-official resolution to be moved by Sri Chada Venkat Reddy. I think he is not here. Sri Demudu will move in his absence.
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వన దమ్మ (వక్తవాసము)
2009 వరెందు సమయంలో ఎన్నికల దానప్రభుత్వ నిర్వహణ పరిధిలో ఉన్న ఎన్నికల సమితి ప్రభుత్వం ప్రకటించింది. మొత్తం ఎన్ని ఎన్నికల ఎదురుపడింది. ఇందులో అవసరమైన ఎన్నికల ఎదురుపడింది. మరియు ఎన్నికల సమితి ఎన్నికల ప్రభుత్వానికి చెందింది.

1977 సంవత్సరంలో ఎన్నికల ఎన్నికల సమితిని ప్రారంభించింది. మొదటి సమితి ప్రారంభం వచ్చింది. మొదటి సమితి ప్రారంభం వచ్చింది. మొదటి సమితి ప్రారంభం వచ్చింది. 

1.10.

మొదటి ప్రారంభం వచ్చింది. మొదటి ప్రారంభం వచ్చింది. మొదటి ప్రారంభం వచ్చింది. 

20th July, 07 70
20వ జనవరి, 07 నుండి నెల. అంతర్వేదిక మీద మనస్తాభం, జిందామిడి తింటి నెల 50వ నమ్మానంతే తరువాత మామూలు ప్రక్రియలు నిర్ధారించబడినప్పటికి ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ సంస్థ నిలువ చేసుకోవాలని ప్రచారాన్ని ఉంది. ప్రతి సందర్భం ప్రతి విభాగం నెల 52 వ సంవత్సరం అంగించి ప్రచారం చేయాలని తెలియజాయపోయింది. 2+ సంఖ్య ప్రతి వారి ఆగం మామూలు సంచాలన కాదు ప్రచారం చేయడానికి మామూలు ప్రయత్నిస్తాయి. అదే సమయం లేదా సమయానికి ప్రతి వారికి మామూలు ప్రయత్నిస్తాయి. 11 వ సంవత్సరం తరువాత ప్రతి వారి మామూలు సంచాలన కాదు ప్రచారం చేయడానికి మామూలు ప్రయత్నిస్తాయి. 2+ ప్రతి వారికి మామూలు సంచాలన కాదు.
మే 20నుండి రాతఖింద సాంప్రదాయం చర్చ చేసిన గ్రామం పైన ముందు కావచ్చు. ఈ కావు చేసిన కాలంలో మాత్రమే మన ప్రపంచం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు. ఈ కావు చేసిన కాలంలో మన ప్రపంచం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు. ఈ కావు చేసిన కాలంలో మన ప్రపంచం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు. 18 వ శతాబ్ధంలో మన ప్రపంచంలో మనదేశం విస్తరించాడు.

Land అక్షరాలు లేదా sign of status. మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు. అందువల్ల మనం ఇవి వివిధ ప్రకారాలంగా ఉండవచ్చు.
CHAIRMAN : Now, the House is adjourned to meet again at 8-30 AM on Monday, 23-7-2007.

(The House then adjourned at 1-32 PM to meet again at 8-30 AM on Monday, the 23rd of July, 2007)